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The purpose of this paper is to give some conditions on the generators of a 
commutative semi-group of continuous, right-invertible linear transforma- 
tions on a topological vector space in order that the kernel of every element 
of this semi-group can be expressed as a finite sum of kernels of powers of the 
generators. It is shown that one such semi-group is the semi-group generated 
by the set of all operators of the form L - al, where a is a scalar, I is the 
identity mapping on the topological vector space, and L is a linear transforma- 
tion of the topological vector space into itself, which possess continuous right 
inverses R, . It is shown how the general theory can produce demonstrations 
of complicated functional relations that would be difficult to obtain in any 
other way. 
First of all we observe the following general fact about the kernel of a power 
of a right-invertible linear operator on a vector space. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let M be an arbitrary right-invertible linear transformation 
of a vector space V onto itself. Let S denote the right inverse of M. If n is an 
arbitrary positive integer, then 
KerMn=KerM+SKerM+...+S+lKerM. (1) 
PROOF. The proposition is evidently true for n = 1. Therefore, assume 
that n > 1, and (1) holds for n - 1. Let f denote an arbitrary member of 
Ker M”. Observe thatf - tFIMn-lf is in Ker Mn-l. SinceMn-lf is inKer M, 
it follows that f is in Ker Mn-l + 9-1 Ker M. However, by the inductive 
hypothesis on n it follows that 
Thus, we have shown that Ker Mn is a subset of 
KerM+SKerM+ -** + ,!W2 Ker M + Sn-1 Ker M. 
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The other inclusion is trivial, because if j and K are positive integers and 
J’ > k and g is in Ker M, then MjSkg = 0, the zero element of V. 
Now let A be a subset of the field B. LetL : A + Y(E, E) be a mapping of 
A into the space 9(E, E) of all continuous linear transformations of the 
topological vector space E over the topological field C into itself. Let L, 
denote the image of the element a in A under the mapping L, and assume 
that L, has a continuous right inverse R, in Y(E, E) for each a in A. Observe 
that P, = I - R,L, , where I is the identity mapping of E onto itself and a 
is in A, is the projection of E onto the kernel of L, which we shall denote 
by Ker L, . 
PROPOSITION 2. For j = 1 and 2 let uj and vj denote mappings of 
A x A - A into the Jield C, and let Fj and Gj denote mappings of 
(A x A - 0) x 9(E, E) x Y(E, E) x 8(E, E) x 6p(E, E) into Y(E, E), 
where A x A - A denotes the set of all (a, b) in A x A such that a is not 
equal to b. Assume that if a and b are distinct members of A, then R,P,, and 
R,R, are given by 
Wb = da, b) Pb + u,(a, 4 Pa + PaFl(a, b, R, ,& , L, , Lb) 
+ Pt,F&, h R, , &a , La 9 Ld, 
and 
(2) 
R,& = da, b) &, + ~,(a, 4 R, + P,G&, b, R, , & , L, , Lb) 
f PbG2(a, b, R, , Rb , L, , ~3. 
Under the above hypothesis it follows that 
R, Ker Lbrn C Ker Lp + Ker L, 
for all positive integers m and all a and b in A with a not equal to b. 
(3) 
(4) 
PROOF. We will prove (4) by induction on m. First suppose that m = 1. 
Let f be a member of Ker Lbrn = Ker L, . Then Pb f = f. From (2) it follows 
that R, f = RR,P, f is a member of Ker Lb + Ker L, . Now assume that 
m > 1 and that (4) is valid for m - 1. Again let f denote an arbitrary member 
of Ker Lbm. From proposition 1 it follows that f is in Ker Lrl + Rp-’ Ker L, . 
Thus, by (3) R,f is in 
R, Ker Ly-l + ~,(a, b) RF-’ Ker Lb + v,(a, b) R,Rrm2 Ker Lb 
+ f’,G(a, b, R, , & , L, , Lb) IT2 Ker ~5, 
+ We@, h R, , Rb , L, , W KS2 K--h , 
which is contained in R, Ker Lrl + Ker L,“’ + Ker L, . By the inductive 
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hypothesis on m it follows that R, Ker Lr’ is a subspace of 
Ker L.r-’ + Ker L, . Hence, R, f is in Ker Lbrn + Ker L, . 
I will now reveal the significance of formula (4) of Proposition 2 by demon- 
strating the following general proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let M be a linear operator on the vector space V with a 
right inverse S. Let U be an arbitrary subspace of V. If SU C U + Ker M, 
then S”U C U + Ker Mn for all positive integers n. 
PROOF. Assume that SU C U + Ker M. We proceed by induction on n. 
Assume n > 1 and that for all positive integers m less than n 
that SmU C SU + Ker Mm. By the inductive hypothesis on n, 
Sn-lU C U + Ker Ma--l. Thus, S”U C SU + S Ker Mn-l, which is a 
subset of U + Ker M + S Ker Mn-l. Since proposition 1 tells us that 
Ker M” = Ker M + S Ker Mn-l, it follows that SnU C U + Ker M”. 
The application of the preceeding proposition to our theory lies in the 
following corollary, where V is taken to be E and U is Ker Lbm. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the hypothesis of Proposition 2 it follows that for all 
positive integfls m and n and any two distinct members a and b of A that 
R,” Ker Lbm C Ker Lbrn + Ker L,“. (5) 
We are now prepared to give the conditions under which the kernel of a 
product of powers of the generators can be decomposed into the corresponding 
sum of the kernels of the powers of the generators appearing in the product, 
when any two generators commute. This takes the form of the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let M1 , M, ,..,, and M, and S, , S, ,..., and S, be two 
collections of I linear transformations of a vector space V onto itself such that 
MJ, = I, the identity mapping of V, and M,M, = MJWj for all positive 
integers j and k not greater than r. In addition suppose that S,” Ker Mkm is a 
subspace of Ker M k” + Ker M,” for all positive integers m and n, whenever j 
and k are distinct positive integers not greater than r. Then 
fm all positive integers It1 , n2 ,..., and n, . 
PROOF. It is clear that Ker Mp is a subspace of Ker MpMp ..a M> 
for j = 1,2,..., or r. It suffices, therefore, to show that Ker M,nlMp **a MF 
is a subspace of Ker M,“1 + Ker M,nl + -** + Ker M?. We prove this by 
induction on Y. The statement is trivial for T = 1. Thus, suppose that r > 1 
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and that the statement is true for Y - 1. Let f be an arbitrary member of 
Ker MpM? a-- M?. Then M>f is in Ker M,nlM,“1*.* M:sl, which is, by the 
inductive hypothesis on I, a subspace of Ker MFl + *.a + Ker M,“ril. Since 
f - S?Mpf is in Ker M>, it follows that f is a member of 
Thus, from the fact that S:r Ker MJQ is a subspace of Ker Mjnj + Ker M? 
fori = 1, 2,..., and Y - 1, it follows that f is a member of 
We now combine the results of the preceeding propositions into the follow- 
ing theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Assume in addition to the hypothesis of Proposition 2 that 
L,L, = LAL, for all elements a and b of A. Then if a, , a2 ,..., and a, are Y 
distinct members of A and ifnl , nz ,..., and n, are Y arbitrary positive integers, 
we conclude that 
+ KerLaI + R,+ KerLQI + a** + Rz-’ Ker L+ . 
In the case where KerL, is finite dimensional for every a in A, one can 
show that formula (6) is valid under the simple hypothesis that 
KerL, n KerL, = {0}, 
the zero element of E, and L,L, = LbL, for any two distinct members a and b 
of A. This simple theory cannot be carried over to the case where the kernels 
of the generators can be infinite dimensional, however, as the following 
example will demonstrate. 
Let C be an arbitrary field. Let W be an infinite set. Let E = Cw denote 
the vector space of all mappings from W into C. For each mapping p : W -+ W 
let Lpf (w) = f(p(w>) f or every f in E and every w in W. Then Ker L, is the 
set off in E such that the support off, the points of W at which f is nonzero, 
is contained in W - range (p). It can be shown that there exist two injective 
mappings 0 and 7 of W into itself such that (T and 7 commute, 
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W C range (u) u range (T), and range (U o T) is a proper subset of 
range (u) n range (T). If an f in E is in Ker L, + Ker L, , then the support 
off is contained in (W - range (0)) u ( W - range (T)), which is equal to 
W - range (u) n range (7). Let g be a nontrivial mapping of W into C 
such that the support ofg is contained in range (u) n range (T) - range (u o T) 
Then g is not in Ker L, + Ker L, , although g is a member of 
KerLoo7 = Ker L,.LL, . Hence, Ker LJL, is not contained in Ker L, + Ker L, 
in spite of the fact that KerL, and Ker L, have only the zero element of E 
in common and L,L, = L,.Lo . 
For example, let us assume that W is the countable set which we will denote 
on the diagram by the letters X, y, x, and o. Mapping by u will be denoted by 
a single arrow + and mapping by 7 will be denoted by a double arrow =s-. 
No x is allowed to be the image of any element under 7. No y is allowed to be 
the image of any element under u. The point z is a special point which is in 
the intersection of the range of u and the range of 7, but which is not in the 
range of u o 7, the composition of u and 7. Also, u and 7 as defined by the 
diagram which follows will be seen to be one-to-one since no point in the 
diagram is at the head of two different single arrows or two different double 
arrows. 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . 
FIG. 1 
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One sees that every point in the above diagram is at the head of a single 
arrow, indicating that it is in the range of 0, or is at the head of a double 
arrow, indicating that it is in the range of 7, and that the commutativity 
diagram below prevails everywhere. 
t t 
w-v 
FIG. 2 
The point u is at the head of the above commutativity diagram. The range 
of D o 7 can be recognized as those points which are at the head of a commu- 
tativity diagram. The point z is clearly not at the head of a commutativity 
diagram and is, therefore, not in the range of (T o T, although it is at the head 
of both a single arrow and a double arrow indicating that it is in 
range (u) n range (T). 
Now I will show the existence of a large class of models for the preceeding 
theory. Let us take B and C to be the same field, where C is equipped with a 
topology. Let E be a topological vector space over C. Let L be a linear trans- 
formation of E onto itself. Let A denote those points of C for which 
L, = L - al has a continuous right inverse R, . Then, as before, we let 
P, = I - R,L, denote the projection of E onto Ker L, for every a in A. 
Then it follows easily that for any two distinct elements a and b of A that 
L,R, = (a - b) R, + I and RbL, - (b - a) R, $- I ~- Pb . Clearly, 
LC, = LbL, for any two elements a and b of A. Thus, it is enough to show 
that the hypothesis of proposition 2 is satisfied. I will do so by proving the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let L : A --f S(E, E) is a mapping of a subset A of afield B 
into the set of continuous linear transformations of E into itself such that L, has a 
continuous right inverse R, for every a in A. Denote the projector I - R,L, 
OK E onto Ker L, by P, . Suppose in addition that for any two members a and b 
of A that 
L&=(a-b)R,+I (7) 
and 
R,L,=(b-u)R,+I-PP,. (8) 
Then it follows that for any two distinct members a and b of A 
RbR, = 
( 1 -& (R - Rd - P&z) 
R,P, = 
( 1 & ((Pb - Pa) - P&L,). 
(9) 
(10) 
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PROOF 1. From (7) it follows that RbLaa = (a - b) RbR, + RB for all 
a and b in A. If a and b are distinct elements of A, then 
R&z = (A) ((I- PtJ R, - RB) = (A) ((Rx - RJ - P&). 
Thus, the proof of (9) is complete. 
From (8) it follows that for all a and b in A, (b - a) RpPa = PbPa - Pa, 
since L,P, is the zero operator. Thus, if a and b are distinct members of A, 
then R,P, = (l/(b - a)) ((Pb - Pa) - P,R,L,). Thus, the proof of (10) 
is complete. 
Formulas (9) and (10) are often difficult to verify directly. As a case in 
point let E denote the vector space of entire functions of exponential type 
over the complex numbers C. Let p be a positive number. Define 
4fW =fb + P> -f(z) 
for every f in E and x in C. A right inverse for A, - b, when b is a complex 
number different from - 1, is given by 
&,f (x) = W, x - P, P) j; (k; al, Wj Mb, - t, P)f(t)) & 
where 
h(b,a,p)=exp((~)(In/b+lI+iArg(b+l))), us=+, 
iOs =O for k > 0, and D, =$. 
A right inverse for A, + 1 is given by R-J(x) =f(x - p). 
There are a number of interesting cases in which the right inverses can be 
chosen so that P,R, = 0 for all a and b in A. 
The very simplest case arises in ordinary differential equations with con- 
stant coefficients. In this case we take E = b(R), Schwartz’s space, and 
A = B = C = the complex numbers. The right inverse of d/dx - a is defined 
by 
R,f (4 = exp (4 1: w (- 4f W dt for every a in C, 
for all x in R, and for each f in b(R). Here, P&x) =f(O) exp (ax), and 
trivially P,R, = 0 for all a and b in C. 
Another case arises in the theory of Frechet differential equations of 
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transformations. Let Rn denote n dimensional Euclidean space. Let 
s : R” -+ R be defined by 
s(x) = S(Xl , x2 )..., x,) = x1 i- x2 + *** + x, for each x in R”. 
Let U be the set of x in Rn such that s(x) > 0. Let E = 6’(U) and 
let A = B = C = the complex numbers. Let 
L,=g+g+...+ga 
1 2 n 
for all a in C. Then the right inverses are defined by 
RJ(x) = s(xp j”,‘“’ t-“-y ((-&) x) dt, 
where x is in U, f is in a(U), and a is in C. In this case 
Paf (4 = G>‘“f (($J) x) 
for all x in U, f in b(U), and a in C. Since s((l/s(x)) X) = 1, it follows easily 
that P,R, f (x) = 0 for all x in U, for all f in t(U), and for all a and b in C. 
